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Following the publication of this paper, the authors have realized that the name of their institute, as presented in the affiliations, should have been changed from “Children's Hospital Affiliated to Nanjing Medical University” to “Children's Hospital of Nanjing Medical University”. Therefore, the authors' affiliations, and the affiliation address, should have appeared as follows:

HUI ZHU*, XINYUE QI*, YUEHE LIU*, WEI LIAO, XIANGSHUI SUN and YUPING TANG

Department of Orthopedics, Children's Hospital of Nanjing Medical University, Nanjing, Jiangsu 210009, P.R. China
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The authors confirm that there are no further errors in the study, and all the authors agree to this correction. The authors regret this error in the affiliations, and apologize for any inconvenience caused.
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